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Introduction

Eighteen years ago, the New York Times Magazine reported on a proposed online project 

aimed at protecting the country’s forty-seven thousand strategic facilities, including 

oil pipelines, power stations, and dams. How do you protect such a vast network of sites 

vulnerable to sabotage, with limited government resources and personnel? The answer: 

pay freelance “spotters” eight to ten dollars an hour to check pictures sent to their home 

computers in order to answer the question, “Do you see a person or vehicle in this image?”1 

A confirmed positive sighting would prompt a law enforcement response in “less than 

30 seconds.”2 This is an early version of a phenomenon identified and discussed in this 

essay: a gig surveillance economy.

Massive amounts of our personal information are out there for willing buyers. Nearly every 

aspect of our online activity is subject to collection, analysis, and sale. In the physical 

world, our movements and faces are easily captured and can be identified with increasing 

accuracy. Some of this information has been retrieved through illegal means, but much of 

it has been procured lawfully. For law enforcement agencies, purchasing information rather 

than collecting it directly provides another advantage. Direct government collection of data 

traditionally considered unprotected—such as public movements—draws questions about 

whether that information deserves heightened legal protection when collected at a mass 

scale. But by purchasing that same information in the private market, the government can 

sidestep these controversies. Government purchase of information already collected by a 

third party does not today implicate individual Fourth Amendment protections.3

When the government acts as a buyer in the private marketplace of personal information, 

however, it also shapes the market’s response. The government is not just another customer. 

Because of its size, the government can be a profoundly influential one, sometimes in 

unexpected ways. Its very existence as a customer for information may give rise to new 

forms of surveillance capitalism that extend beyond the purchase of already-captured 

information.4

One such consequence is the rise of gig surveillance work, defined here as short-term, 

freelance, temporary surveillance that generates data later sold for profit.5 This gig 

surveillance economy (a) mimics the temporary, platform-mediated work we see in 

rideshares and food and package delivery; (b) involves information collection with 

cheap and networked tools; and (c) requires no specialized skills.
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Gig surveillance work requires few changes to the existing political economy of temporary, 

on-demand, freelance labor.6 Uber and DoorDash drivers are pervasive; why not equip them 

with license plate readers? Instacart and Postmates shoppers are everywhere; why not give 

them body cameras? Most of us willingly identify pictures online as part of CAPTCHA tests;7 

why not offer payment for the same task? And while the need for gig surveillance work may 

one day be rendered obsolete with the introduction of smart cities8 and other forms of 

automated surveillance built into our infrastructure, in the short term it fills a need and raises 

concerns about policy and law that have yet to be addressed. Every element necessary for 

gig surveillance work already exists, and conditions are ripe for its flourishing. The production 

of surveillance data is already a by-product of conventional gig work. What we can expect is 

the further development of gig work for the sake of surveillance itself. This essay describes 

gig surveillance work, what potential legal and policy questions it raises, and what it means 

for the further entrenchment of government reliance on the private information market.

Origins

The emergence of gig surveillance work should not surprise us. We can identify many 

institutional and cultural factors that facilitate low-wage, on-demand, temporary workers’ 

assumption of the task of mass surveillance for the information marketplace.

Well before the introduction of the internet, platforms, and artificial intelligence, private 

policing services flourished in the United States to complement and sometimes to rival 

public policing.9 Public police departments with uniformed officers emerged relatively late 

in American history, with the first urban departments established by the mid-1800s. In 

the era before these “new” police became the norm, private alternatives such as constables 

performed criminal-justice services that defied easy public or private categorization.10 Victims 

of stolen property, for instance, could turn to constables for help—for a fee.11 Even after public 

police departments arose, private services for crime control did not disappear. Businesses and 

individuals alike could turn to private police services for extra protection or personalized 

services. That remains true today. The numbers of those employed in private security services 

far exceeds the rolls of public police departments.12

Private investigation has often been associated with some special set of skills, acquired 

either through experience or training. To be sure, there are tens of thousands of low-paid, 

low-skilled security jobs in the United States, but there are also scores of highly skilled 

private security experts (often formerly from the ranks of public police13). Corporate private 

investigation departments can sometimes match or even exceed the resources of public 

police departments. Target, for example, maintains its own forensics lab in its Minneapolis 

headquarters.14

In addition to private for-profit investigators, the American experience of crime control 

has also been characterized by bands of volunteers motivated by self-protection 

(neighborhood watches) or for the protection of vulnerable groups (Guardian Angels).15 
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Like private investigators, volunteer groups have been helpmeets or hindrances to the 

public police, particularly when private actions go beyond self-help into vigilantism.16 

Today, private companies have inserted themselves into the culture of defensive self-help. 

Networked devices such as Ring doorbell cameras,17 Flock neighborhood license plate 

readers,18 and the Citizen crime-reporting app produce surveillance information for private 

purposes but also for police departments, which can access this data by request or through 

prearranged partnerships.19

In sum, the resort to private sources of crime prevention and investigation is not new, and 

in fact predates professional urban police departments. These private arrangements are now 

also enhanced by the wide availability of products that vastly increase the amount and 

scope of information that can be collected.

Incentives

The history of private resources for security and policing would not by itself augur 

the emergence of freelance surveillance work. Identifying the other incentives for a 

gig surveillance economy requires us to look elsewhere. The characteristics of gig work and 

the rise of networked surveillance devices provide the additional incentives for the rise of 

a gig surveillance economy.

First, there is ubiquity of gig work itself: temporary, freelance, platform-distributed jobs on 

demand. These gigs include not just package and food delivery, clerical tasks, shopping, 

and warehouse stocking, but also online jobs such as audio transcription and survey 

completion.20 While unskilled, low-wage work is not new, the gig economy is distinct 

because of its organization. Gig companies provide online platforms or smartphone apps 

that match prospective customers to potential workers for jobs. These companies supply the 

verification and reputational checks for trustworthiness in these arm’s-length transactions. 

Thus, while there have long been cars for hire, companies such as Uber and Lyft provided 

the technological means to match customers and drivers for rideshares at a large scale.

Ever since the first Amazon Mechanical Turk worker bid for a job in 2005 and the first Uber 

driver picked up a passenger in 2011, the gig or “sharing” economy has grown dramatically.21 

Recent studies have estimated that perhaps as many as fifty-five million people in the 

United States engage in gig work of some kind—amounting to about a third of the 

workforce.22 There are literally tens of millions of Americans who are already used to 

temporary, on-demand piecework that usually requires little skill or experience, and whose 

organization is mediated by gig work companies.

This very large workforce has two features that are relevant to a gig surveillance economy. 

First, one of the chief characteristics of gig work is its precarity.23 Because of its on-demand 

nature, gig work fluctuates in both availability and compensation.24 This leads some gig 

workers to offer their services to many companies at the same time. Food delivery workers 
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sign up for assignments with not just Postmates, but Instacart and DoorDash as well. 

Rideshare drivers may work for Uber and Lyft. The ad hoc nature of gig work can mean that 

its workers are caught in an anxious cycle of always looking for more piecework to add on.

A second relevant feature of the gig economy is that its workers are already inured to 

surveillance. That surveillance arises both from the gig companies and their customers. 

Gig workers may find all aspects of their performance monitored: location, speed, keystrokes, 

delivery metrics, and so on.25 Amazon warehouse workers, for example, can expect algorithms 

to manage staffing based upon which “muscle-tendon groups” would lead to repetitive 

motion disorders.26 Likewise, gig workers find their reputational rankings subject to constant 

surveillance and manipulations by customers. Gig workers can thus find themselves in 

“surveillance loops,” where they are “constantly watched, not just by the platform itself . . .  

but also by clients.”27 Thus, surveillance is already an embedded feature of gig work.

Another structural incentive for the arrival of a gig surveillance economy is the nature of 

surveillance today: cheap, networked, ubiquitous, and normalized. Gig workers would not 

have to adapt to radically different work, but rather adjust to already-existing social and 

market conditions, each of which is worthy of further discussion.

The first relevant aspect of the current surveillance market is that the necessary tools 

for gig surveillance work exist already. License plate readers and body cameras are a 

commonplace part of the surveillance landscape. Not only are they tools for the police, 

but they are also offered as off-the-shelf consumer products. Homeowners can buy 

Ring’s motion-sensitive livestreaming doorbell cameras for less than a hundred dollars.28 

A group of neighbors can install and operate a Flock license plate reader system for around 

twenty-five hundred dollars per camera, per year.29

These commercially available surveillance products are becoming ever more capable of 

identification and detection. Software updates can continuously augment the capabilities 

of much surveillance hardware. Body cameras can be updated with facial recognition.30 

License plate readers can match cars to watch lists in real time with artificial intelligence.31

And these data-gathering tools are pervasive. They can be installed everywhere—not just on 

street corners, but on homes, businesses, vehicles, and bodies. Every cell phone is a camera 

that can be connected to the cloud. DNA sampling may be nothing more than collecting 

literal garbage: discarded cups and silverware.32 Data-storage costs are now low enough that 

storing all data collected is both practical and desirable.33

What is more, few of these surveillance tools require specialized skills. Police officers using 

body-worn cameras, for instance, may require some training, but these products are typically 

sold to police department customers for their ease of use.34 The most popular brand of 

police body camera assumes that a patrol officer can simply use the device, return it at the 
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end of a shift, and then upload data to a cloud storage service where software like automated 

transcription and video analysis can then be applied.35 Rank-and-file police officers do 

not have to become information technology or artificial intelligence specialists. Body 

cameras can thus increase the reach of police surveillance without demanding additional 

expertise.

Yet another feature of the commercial surveillance market is that it has further entrenched 

the normalization of ubiquitous and pervasive surveillance. Surveillance by private and 

public actors constitutes a routine aspect of ordinary transactions and communications. 

Millions of homeowners have internet-connected doorbell cameras.36 Our cell phones can 

be accurately described as “universal personal surveillance” devices.37 And the COVID-19 

pandemic accelerated the use and acceptance of technologies such as facial recognition as 

work and school took place remotely.38

Although there certainly exist robust critiques from the scholarly and policy community 

about increasing mass surveillance, the reality is more complicated. Surveys suggest that 

people in the United States are worried about government tracking of their location through 

their digital devices39 and employer surveillance in the workplace.40 And yet tens of millions 

of Americans also purchase home surveillance devices. Our experience with surveillance 

also shows that social and political forces are as important as the technologies themselves 

when new surveillance modes are introduced. The rapid adoption of body cameras by 

American police departments in the 2010s, for instance, was less the result of technological 

developments than the cultural and institutional pressures for greater accountability that arose 

after the fatal shooting of Michael Brown by a Ferguson, Missouri, police officer in 2014.41

Finally, another important aspect of the current surveillance market relates to one particular 

and influential customer: the government. The collection of location data drawn from 

ordinary cell phone apps for uses such as games and shopping is a multibillion-dollar industry 

in the United States.42 That location data can be used to identify movement patterns 

and habits of individuals for criminal investigations, national security purposes, and 

immigration enforcement.43 The federal Department of Homeland Security, for instance, 

has purchased access to location data collected by Venntel, Inc., for immigration 

enforcement purposes.44

While the Supreme Court’s 2018 decision in Carpenter v. United States concluded 

that government acquisition of historical cell phone location data usually requires a 

warrant,45 government agencies have avoided these restrictions through the purchase, 

rather than direct collection, of personal information already captured by others.46 The 

federal government has also taken the legal position that the purchase of information 

already collected by a third party is constitutionally distinct from asking a court for 

permission to collect it.47 Buying access to the enormous pool of faces, license plates, 

movements, and other products of commercially available mass surveillance aids in 
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criminal investigations, immigration enforcement, and other government purposes. For 

local governments, access to databases of license plates or faces could generate revenue, 

including fines and fees for uninsured drivers48 or individuals with outstanding tickets 

and citations.

In sum, many political and economic incentives have encouraged the emergence of 

gig surveillance work. The gig or sharing economy has created an enormous class of 

temporary, piecemeal, and often low-skilled workers. The nature of the gig economy 

today—focusing on reputation and performance management—means that gig workers 

become both agents and objects of surveillance. In addition, the commercial surveillance 

market now provides ever-cheaper tools of increasing accuracy that create ever-larger 

tranches of detailed information about people’s patterns, habits, and identities. And there 

is every reason to think that temporary surveillance work as an end in itself will grow and 

grow as a sector of the economy.

Observations about a Gig Surveillance Economy

So what does gig surveillance work look like? There are at least two versions that already exist. 

Much of the conventional gig economy already collects surveillance data as an incidental 

matter. The following examples show how the existing gig economy easily becomes a 

gig surveillance economy by focusing on the data collection as its own profitable product.

The first type indiscriminately collects surveillance data; we can refer to this as mass 

surveillance gig work. Automated license plate reader (ALPR) data serves as a good 

example. While the police use license plate readers themselves, so do private companies. 

The Digital Recognition Network (DRN) is a commercial database of ALPR scans that is 

available to individuals, companies, and law enforcement agencies. Over the last ten years, 

DRN has created a “crowdsourced” database from thousands of cameras attached to the 

vehicles of repossession agents.49 For fifteen thousand dollars, a repossession agent can 

install a license plate reader system and also obtain access to the DRN database.50 This ALPR 

setup allows individual repossession agents to passively scan every license plate that they 

happen to pass by. The system benefits both DRN and the drivers; access to the database 

allows repossession agents to receive alerts if they have scanned the plate of a car marked 

for repossession, while the passively scanned plates with location and time stamps add to 

the DRN database.51 In 2019, there were more than six hundred of these data-collecting 

“affiliates” who are paid monthly as part of DRN’s “revenue share programs” for the license 

plate scans they collect.52 DRN’s customers include law enforcement agencies, insurance 

companies, and even individual users, who can pay to look up a license plate for as little as 

twenty dollars.53

Mass surveillance gig work would expand this model so that anyone could become a 

piecework collector of surveillance information for ALPR databases. This would not supplant 
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the existing ALPR economy but enhance it. Commercially available software such as 

OpenALPR can transform almost any internet-connected camera into a license plate reader 

for less than one hundred dollars.54 Homeowners could be encouraged to earn passive 

income by selling license plate reader data that they collect from their home security 

cameras. Platforms could incentivize delivery drivers to install ALPR systems on their cars 

to collect data passively while performing their delivery gigs. Those same drivers could also 

be persuaded to wear body cameras to record information to be sold to private and public 

customers alike.

If this first potential model assumes an open-ended model of data collection, a second type 

of gig surveillance work would address individualized requests from gig clients; we can 

refer to this as focused surveillance gig work. Just as Amazon’s “Turkers” perform online 

piecework for specific clients, targeted surveillance temp work could also be offered as a 

personal service. This too could take a variety of forms: jobs for obtaining video surveillance 

at specific addresses, collecting particular license plate scans, or even retrieving discarded 

trash containing genetic material from an individual.

None of these gig jobs require special investigatory skills; all can be outsourced cheaply. In 

this way, these focused surveillance gig jobs share only a surface similarity to traditional 

private investigation. Moreover, in the arm’s-length transactions of the gig economy, 

individual surveillance gig workers may have no idea for whom or for what purpose they 

are collecting the information.

There is already a market and a service dedicated to this focused surveillance gig work. 

The Premise Data Corporation pays users of its app around the world to engage in 

small surveillance tasks.55 While some of this work, like obtaining market information 

on competitors, is aimed at commercial clients, other forms appeal to government 

entities. Such tasks include collecting data on Wi-Fi signals and photography of 

sensitive locations such as mosques, banks, and cafes.56 Business proposals prepared 

by Premise for the US military suggest ways in which their app could be used to be 

“responsive to [a] commander’s information requirements.”57 The company claims to 

have six hundred thousand users who contribute data from around the world, including 

from Iraq, Afghanistan, Syria, and Yemen.58 Premise app workers are not told for whom their 

tasks are being completed, although the company’s policies disclose that some of its clients 

may be governments.59

While Premise has marketed itself as a gig work app for foreign intelligence, the same 

model could be used domestically by law enforcement. Police departments, for instance, 

could outsource surveillance work cheaply.60 Gig surveillance work might accomplish some 

policing tasks cheaply and surreptitiously in ways that uniformed police officers could not. 

Gig workers could crowdsource surveillance of suspected areas of criminal activity or monitor 

suspected persons.
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In neither model of gig surveillance work hypothesized here—mass surveillance or focused 

work—is the Fourth Amendment likely to pose much restraint on the government as a client. 

First, if the government purchases surveillance data of public activity voluntarily retrieved by 

gig workers and then aggregated by a platform, it is likely to justify the warrantless acquisition 

of that data as unprotected by the Fourth Amendment, as it has in similar previous instances.61 

Second, although privacy and civil liberties advocates have argued that the Supreme Court’s 

imposition of a warrant requirement for cell phone location data in Carpenter should extend 

to other instances where highly personal information can be inferred from mass data 

collection,62 thus far the federal agencies that have purchased this information distinguish 

the government’s direct collection of location information from its purchase from commercial 

data brokers.63 Third, gig surveillance work, which would involve the voluntary sharing (by 

the gig worker) of data (such as photography in public places) to a third party (the platform) 

for sale, does not fit neatly into existing Fourth Amendment doctrine.

In Carpenter itself, the Supreme Court distinguished but did not overturn two lines of cases 

that complicate the consideration of gig surveillance work. First are the Supreme Court 

decisions that have found no constitutional protections for physical movements in public 

because such activity is “voluntarily conveyed to anyone who want[s] to look.”64 Second 

are the cases finding no Fourth Amendment protections for information “voluntarily 

turn[ed] over to third parties.”65 Finding these two groups of cases not wholly applicable, 

the Supreme Court developed a new rule and a warrant requirement for the collection of 

historical cell phone location information.66

A commercial gig surveillance platform could solicit jobs for the public surveillance of 

specific persons or groups. Once aggregated, that information might give rise to inferences 

about long-term habits that might implicate Carpenter’s concerns: information that is 

“detailed, encyclopedic, and effortlessly compiled.”67 But whether courts would draw that 

conclusion is uncertain.

If the government were to solicit directly gig surveillance work for specific places and 

persons, a private gig worker might qualify as “an instrument or agent of the Government.”68 

When the government directs or encourages a private party to engage in a search or seizure, 

courts may treat that activity no differently than if the government had performed the 

act itself.69 Such a transformation of a private search into a public one, however, assumes 

that the collection of data itself qualifies as a Fourth Amendment search or seizure.70 

With gig surveillance work, however, the government-as-client may solicit tasks such as 

license plate scans and monitoring of public places and facts; such data collection by itself 

would not necessarily count as a “search” for Fourth Amendment purposes, even if the 

government retrieved the information itself.

Doctrinal uncertainty is unlikely to be countered by a robust legislative response, at least 

in the short term. The current state of federal and state regulation of mass surveillance by 
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the government is tepid. Despite the increasing use of technologies such as license plate 

readers and facial recognition by law enforcement agencies throughout the United States, no 

comprehensive national legislation exists regarding their use. The already-existing market 

for locational data collected through apps and then sold to private and public agencies is a 

billion-dollar industry operating with few legal constraints. A gig surveillance economy is 

likely to face the same dearth of regulations.

This means that potentially troubling aspects of the emerging gig surveillance economy 

would arise unchecked. First, unlike those who volunteer to the police information they 

happen to find by chance, gig surveillance workers would be incentivized to conduct as 

much surveillance as possible. That is the nature of gig work. An open market for piecemeal 

surveillance offering low wages but requiring no specialized skills would have a wide pool 

of workers. That by itself could dramatically expand surveillance of the public.

Second, if some forms of gig surveillance simply involve passively collecting any available 

information, such as license plate data, then gig surveillance workers would also possess 

near-total discretion about where and against whom to conduct surveillance. Left to their 

own discretion, gig surveillance workers incentivized to collect as much data as possible 

are unlikely to seek it in ways that spread surveillance burdens evenly. This may increase 

surveillance in low-income neighborhoods while avoiding wealthier ones in which such 

activities are more difficult or impossible. Like police discretion, gig work discretion would 

raise questions about discrimination and accountability with none of the regulatory checks 

imposed on the police.71

Other market incentives could further expand the scope of gig surveillance. To be sure, the 

internet has already introduced crowdsourced investigations conducted by private individuals 

without financial incentives. The federal investigation of the January 6, 2021, attack on the 

US Capitol, for instance, has been aided by thousands of volunteer sleuths willing to pore 

over online clues left in livestreams, pictures, and videos documenting the event.72 Financial 

incentives would amplify participation. Consider bounties—in the form of bonuses or revenue 

sharing—for every “hit” for a wanted person or vehicle positively identified by a gig worker. 

Such financially incentivized data collection—with little regulation, supervision, or training—is 

likely to heighten the potential for abuse, mistakes, and overreach that we have seen in the 

use of surveillance technology by law enforcement officials.73

Finally, gig surveillance work will broaden the availability of government customers. 

While the average local police department may not have the funds to purchase a tranche 

of location information obtained by cell phone data brokers,74 they can solicit surveillance 

work if it is cheap and on demand. Surveillance technology typically follows a familiar 

pattern. Initially, a new technology is prohibitively expensive to use except by some 

federal law enforcement agencies or the military. Eventually these tools become cheaper 

and often more sophisticated. Local police departments then emerge as eager customers, 
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whether through their own initiative or because federal grants incentivize the purchase of 

these new tools. Gig surveillance work can thus accelerate the accessibility of large amounts 

of data to a wider range of police departments.

Local police department use of gig surveillance work raises significant challenges. Regulating 

the direct use of surveillance tools such as license plate readers by police departments has 

proven difficult for local governments.75 City councils and local communities may not know 

how to address gig surveillance work effectively. The companies providing these surveillance 

tools may also impose conditions of secrecy that hamper efforts to increase transparency and 

accountability.76 As these services grow and grow, we might see demands for transparency by 

local governments in their oversight of police budgets and by defendants seeking the details 

of the surveillance acquired in their individual cases.77

Conclusion

The existing gig work economy—delivery work, rideshare drivers, online task work, and the 

like—already collects enormous amounts of surveillance data that is usually incidental to or 

integrated into gig tasks. But the gig work economy has also facilitated gig surveillance work: 

where surveillance is itself the gig worker’s objective. The platform-mediated, temporary 

structure of conventional gig work that matches customers to workers is perfectly suited to 

the intentional collection of personal information, either indiscriminately or focused on 

particular persons. Moreover, surveillance tools that are enabled by artificial intelligence 

and connected by the internet are also increasingly cheap and require little skill to use. 

Examples of gig surveillance work already exist in the cases of license plate readers and 

foreign intelligence surveillance. This particular economy will only become more robust 

as the private sector realizes the profitability of temporary work to collect data as an end in 

itself. We can thus identify some of the law and policy issues that such a market produces, 

particularly as cheaply gathered personal information would appeal to law enforcement 

agencies of all types and sizes. Gig surveillance work expands the already-vast market for 

data available for purchase by the government, and thus raises important questions about 

transparency, accountability, and unbounded discretion in policing.
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